
What is 12 x100 someone please help me ?

12×100= 1200

=_="

It's 1200. Just do 12*1 then add on the zeros

Which of these statements describes experiences or feelings related to anxiety? a. excessive fear of objects or situations
b. fear of embarrassment
c. constant worry
d. all of the above
Relationships characterized by strong emotionally supportive bonds, frequent relating, trust, deep feelings of belonging and approval, and feelings that each
person is benefiting from the relationship are
Which is am example of an exothermic process? Boiling water

Melting of wax

Frezzing of water

Evaporation of Water

Heating of water
Which of the following sentences are correct? (1)for millions of years dinosaurs ruled the earth; they roamed freely over the land and through the oceans.
(2)most dinosaurs had amazingly small brains for their size, therefore, they did little more than eat and reproduce. (3)although some dinosaurs were carnivorous,
most fed only on plants?
When medical students study all of the structures in a particular area of the body as a unit?
Suppose that whether or not it rains today depends on previous weather conditions through the last three days. Show how this system may be analyzed by using
a Markov chain. How many states are needed?
Which expression shows the result of applying the distributive property to -2(1/3x-1/5)



Can you explain why please
A plant is already 12 cm tall and it will grow one cm every month. Let H be the plant's height (in centimeters) after M months. Write the equation relating H to
M.
What is an example of resourcefulness
Solve for c: a(c-b)=d
An ___ is a state which has surrendered most of its sovereignty to a more powerful state
A- Free State
B- Protectorate
C- Colony
D- Zoned State
In recent years, the view of correctional officers has changed to the one where they:
In at least 150 words, discuss how access to electronic devices and media has altered the election process. You may discuss a specific candidate or the process in
a larger context.
Write an equation.John bought 6 note books at CVS, he spent a total of $13.50.?
For the given angle measure(angle measure is 120), find the measure of a supplementary angle and the measure of a complementary angle, if possible. If not
possible, type the word none in lowercase letters in the box.
Simplify the expression (tan x)(1 - sin² x)1/2. Show your work. (10 points)
Why is the skeletal system important?
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